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The following information is provided in response to a question from Mr. Tejada at the April 1 
work session, requesting information on how Artisphere cultural programming reflects diversity, 
attracts residents, and appeals to young adults. 
 
The programming at Artisphere is as diverse as the audiences it serves, and by partnering with 
embassies, museums and local organizations, the Artisphere can continue to present quality, 
thought-provoking, daring programming across all artistic disciplines.1  Statistical data 
collected by the Artisphere demonstrates that 47% of public participation in ticketed events is 
from Virginia, with 43% specifically from Arlington. 
 
The Artisphere offered more than 215 programs in 2013.  The selection below represents a 
sampling of the program offerings that were particularly attractive to local audiences, residents, 
young adults, and/or a culturally or ethnically diverse audience. 
 
Music Programs 
Artisphere has developed a reputation as the “go-to” venue for performances by talented, 
energetic musicians from across the world: 

• La Santa Cecilia (Mexico) 
• Locos Por Juana (Columbia/Caribbean) 
• Sidi Toure (Africa-Mali) 
• Roberto Fonseca (Cuba) 
• The Stooges Brass Band (New Orleans) 
• Sofia Rei (Argentina) 
• Tal National (West Africa-Niger) 

 
The Mezz Gallery for Arlington-based artist and curators 
Each year five juried exhibitions are mounted, and local artists present their art work in a 
professional gallery setting, that includes, an opening reception and the sale of their artwork. 
 
Teen Creative Camp: Fashion Boot Camp 
This Project Runway for teens includes project presentations and an open house for family and 
the community to view the creative works completed. 
 
Teen Work Experience: Battle of the Bands 
High School students learn the ins and outs of running an arts center while they create a Battle 
of the Bands program in our signature 220 seat Dome theatre–from start to finish. 
  

                                            
1 While demographic statistics are not kept on audiences, the diversity of program offerings reflects a wide range 
of audiences and performances that are reflective of the community’s diversity.   
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An Artistic Discovery: The Congressional Art Competition 
Hosted by Congressman Jim Moran, this exhibition showcases the creative works of high 
school students in the 8th Congressional district, and underscores Artisphere’s commitment to 
nurturing the next generation of artists. 
 
Kids Euro Fest: Free Film Festival 
A multi-day free film series that allowed the community to participate in a regional-wide 
international festival. 
 
Pop Art Fun: Free Family Day 
More than 1,200 families attended a day filled with activities, performance and art. 
 
Grump: Holiday Shopping Market 
More than 500 families attended this free and open to all market that included 40 vendors 
showcasing local and national crafters. 
 
Smudge: The Comic Fair  
Free and open to all, this family friendly day welcomed 400+ families, allowing them to meet 
and interact with more than 30 local and national comic illustrator artists. 
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